
Planned 
Maintenance Work 
during 2018/19
During 2017/18, we carried out 
a number of improvements to 
our homes such as new kitchens 
at Kilburns Mill Close, window 
replacements at Lancelot House, 
lift refurbishment at Norman 
House and asbestos removal at 
Old Brewery House.

In this new financial year, we 
have a programme of works that 
includes bathroom and kitchen 
replacements within our general 
needs accommodation, external 
door replacements to some homes 
at Wandle Valley, replacement of 
communal water storage tanks to 
some of our Independent Housing 
for Older People schemes and 
with some external re-decoration 
works.

We will write to all tenants living 
in homes that will have works 
carried out to them, providing 
timescales and details about the 
works involved. We will also, 
where it is at all possible, ensure 
tenants are consulted about the

 improvements to be carried out 
e.g. new bathrooms. 

Should you have any queries 
about our Planned Maintenance 
work,  please contact our 
Repairs Manager, Michael, on  
020 8661 5895 or by emailing 
michael.kilkelly@shsoc.org.uk

During this new financial year, 
we will also start to review the 
communal lounge areas within 
our Older People schemes with 
a view to refresh them – look out 
for posters on your noticeboard so 
that you can have your say!
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Calling All 
Volunteers
SHS has recently launched its 
new Volunteers Policy - it can 
be found on our website at 
www.suttonhousingsociety.org.uk 
- and now we’re looking for volunteers 
to help us with some of our Community 
events and activities at our schemes 
for Older People. 

If you know your dongle from your 
Wi-Fi, if you’re creative, if you’re a 
gardener or if you know how to do a 
gel manicure - or if you simply have 
a few hours to spare each month and 
love being around people, we’re looking 
for you! 

We can help with other volunteering 
opportunities such as school 
placements during work experience 
weeks, or if you’re looking to get 
back in to the work place and need to 
polish up your office skills, we may be 
able to help. Please contact Laura on  
020 8915 2952 to discuss further.



SHS’ Website
We have been busy upgrading our website - take a peep and see 
what you think. www.suttonhousingsociety.org.uk (The best way 
to view the website is by using Google Chrome). You will find more 
photographs, more news and more policies on the site. You can now 
contact us more easily via the website by completing the online form. 

We have also added our Privacy Statement and Privacy Notice to the 
website which details how we use the data we gather from you in our 
day to day business. If you have any queries, please just ask a member 
of the SHS staff, or email info@shsoc.org.uk

Following the profiling exercise carried out in 
the summer 2017, approximately 66% of tenants 
responded to the request for profiling data. From this, 
SHS discovered that only 23% of tenants advised that 
they had home contents insurance. This is extremely 
low and was really concerning. 

SHS undertook to investigate low cost home contents 
insurance schemes that are available. There are a 
number of schemes around and SHS, as a member of 
the National Housing Federation (NHF), discovered 
that the NHF has a scheme called “MyHome”. For 
further information please pick up a leaf let from 
the communal lounge or look online. http://www.
thistlemyhome.co.uk/

“My Home” offers:

Flexible regular premium payments, fortnightly or 
monthly by cash at any post office or pay zone outlet, 
monthly by direct debit, annually by cheque, postal 
order, debit or credit card

No Excess – you don’t have to pay the first part of 
the claim.

Cover is provided on a new for old basis with no 
deduction for wear and tear – except in respect of 
linen and clothing.

Cover is offered in bands of £1,000 starting at £6,000 
for tenants aged 60 and over and from £9,000 for all 
other tenants. The maximum sum insured available 
is £35,000.

Cover includes Theft, Fire, Storm, Water Damage, 
Flood and Accidental damage to items such as hobs, 
sanitary ware such as toilets and washbasins as well 
as fixed glass in furniture, doors and windows.

Further covers can be added for an additional cost, 
these include:

• Extended Accidental Damage cover

• Personal Possessions away from the home

• Wheelchair and mobility scooter cover

• Hearing aid cover

• Structure cover for garages, greenhouses and 
garden huts.

Food Bank Donations from SHS 
SHS staff gave generously to the Sutton Foodbank in time for Christmas 
and intends to make regular donations when needed. The Trussell Trust 
oversees the foodbanks in the Sutton area; you can find out more about 
the foodbank and how you can help, volunteer or benefit by visiting 
www.sutton.foodbank.org.uk 

SHS is able to provide one off Foodbank Vouchers to individuals that need emergency food boxes.  
Please contact your Community Housing Services Officer (Lise or Louise) on 020   8642 1500 to discuss 
this with them.

Sutton

“My Home”
Home Contents Insurance Scheme for SHS Tenants



It’s ‘goodbye’ from Chris 
Turton, Chief Executive, 
who will retire from 
Sutton Housing Society 
(SHS) in June this year.
 

“ I came to SHS in May 1999 and 
19 years has flown by.  I left a very 
large housing association to come 
to Sutton.  It was a bit of a shock 
to the system but I soon grew to 
love the job and the company.

I found there were a lot of things 
I felt needed to change.  To their 
credit the Board of Management 
backed me to make some big 
changes to our strategy.  The 
first was to withdraw SHS from 
a development partnership with 
two much larger organisations 
involved in the redevelopment 
of the Roundshaw Estate in 
Sutton.  The second was that we 
needed to invest in our existing 
buildings before we did any more 
new development.  As a result 
of this I developed a planned 
stock reinvestment strategy.  We 
began by remodelling most of 
our sheltered schemes. Block by 
block we got rid of all the f lats 
that were not self-contained -they 
shared bathrooms and there were 
a lot of them! We invested in the 
communal areas as well.  The high 
standards we set and achieved in 
our buildings mean they remain 

today among the best social 
housing in Sutton.

When we felt we had caught 
up with the remodelling and 
investment in our existing 
buildings it was time to look 
again for new build opportunities.  
Many small housing associations 
don’t develop any new homes. 
We’ve achieved a lot and our new 
developments, ranging from one 
to over 20 new flats add to the 
stock of social housing in Sutton 
and to the reputation of SHS.

We have reorganised our staff 
teams several times to meet many 
challenges and over the years 
we’ve taken some tough decisions. 
Despite this I’ve never felt I lacked 
support from a positive and 
committed staff team.

I feel immensely proud of this 
organisation.  I am proud of its 
strong reputation and standing 
in the local area.  I am proud that 
we are a lean and cost effective 
organisation which achieves sector 
leading levels of performance 
particularly in terms of tenant 

satisfaction. I am proud that every 
day our staff look to “do the right 
thing”.  This phrase is part of our 
business plan and it is in the DNA 
of the organisation.

I will remember my time at SHS 
with genuine pleasure.  I will 
always be grateful to the great 
staff that I have worked with 
and the brilliant Board Members 
who have freely given their time 
to guide SHS and me over the 
years. I’ll also remember many 
of our contractors.  I think we get 
great service from them because 
as an organisation we start by 
respecting our contractors and 
treating them fairly.  From this 
we have been able to offer great 
services to our tenants. Finally, I 
am grateful to our tenants.  There 
are too many to name – suffice it 
to say that there aren’t many SHS 
schemes where I wouldn’t feel 
welcome and where I’d be pleased 
to meet our tenants at any time.  
We have some lovely people in our 
properties!  

I’ll remember all the people (and 
all of our buildings!) with a real 
and lasting affection.

I wish my successor well – look 
after SHS and all its parts – it is 
a great organisation. ”
Chris Turton



Window Cleaning Review 

A heartfelt “thank you” goes out to the 
small group of tenants involved in the 
review of the window cleaning contract 
- particularly to Joan and Chrissy - who 
gave up their time to attend the meetings 
and to tell us what they thought. 

We started out the review thinking that 
we would be re-tendering the contract. 
We looked at what tenants’ liked and 
disliked about the current contract and 
then looked at the improvements they 
wished to see. 

Tenants asked for an increase to the 
number of cleans to the main entrance 
doors to blocks and also asked that the 
ground f loor windows and doors be 
physically wiped down rather than left 
with dripping water etc. This was agreed.

We contacted the existing contractor to 
let them know our intention to re-tender 
the contract. The existing contractor, 
Groves, offered to carry out works to 
the new specification at the same cost 
tendered in 2015. 

After discussion with the Window 
Cleaning Review Group, this was agreed 
and from April a slightly higher window 
cleaning specification comes in to force at 
the 2015 cost, which represents good value 
for money for all involved. The contract 
has been let on a 1 year + 1 year basis. 

If you have any concerns about the 
standard of window cleaning, please 
telephone the office immediately  on  
020 8642 1500 - if the window cleaner is 
still on site or has just left - this improves 
our chances of getting them back straight 
away to address your concerns.

Our digital world is moving on at such a pace it’s easy to get left 
behind or never even start the journey…..

With this in mind SHS wanted to find out how many of our 
tenants had access to the internet and so as part of our tenant 
profiling survey last year we asked, if, how and where you had 
access to the internet. 

Of those tenants that responded only 37% of tenants living in 
SHS housing designated for Older People (that did not already 
have Wi-Fi installed) said they had access to the internet. This 
helped with our decision to install Wi-Fi at these sites as part 
of our Digital Inclusion Project (DIP). We hope it will open up 
a whole new world of opportunities to these tenants and give 
many of them the chance to start their digital journey. They will 
be able to benefit from the many advantages of being digital, 
such as communicating with family via skype/emails or even 
simply checking they are getting the best prices from their energy 
suppliers or with general shopping! 

We realise that some tenants may also need support to access the 
internet. To help with this, as part of our DIP we joined the Digital 
Champions Network. Thanks to Lottery grant, our next two  years 
membership to this network has been fully funded. Staff members 
Laura, Stacey and Daisy are now all trained Digital Champions 
through this network. There are also opportunities for tenants to 
become Digital Champions, so if you already enjoy the benefits 
of the digital world and would like to share your knowledge with 
other tenants speak to Laura on 020 8915 2952  to find out more. 
The more Digital Champions we have the more tenants we can 
help to become digitally included.  

Digital Champions are on hand to answer questions at the recently 
launched ‘pop up’ Wi-Fi Cafes, where tenants can come together, 
share experiences and knowledge – along with cake! Check your 
notice board or the SHS website for upcoming dates.

We are also providing 1-2-1 digital support; if you are interested 
in this please contact Stacey at stacey.smither@shsoc.org.uk or 
Daisy at daisy.bushby@shsoc.org.uk to arrange a session. 

Helpful digital guides on subjects like internet security, email 
and skype, shopping and banking etc. can be found on the SHS 
website ‘Our Tenants’ page.

All Things Digital



SHS is always looking at ways to 
maximise value from its assets - 
and that includes from the office 
Pat Shaw House. 

SHS leases space on the ground 
floor to two separate organisations 
- CICRA (a children with Crohns 
and Colitis charity) and Orbit, a 
large housing association with 
accommodation in Sutton. These 
tenants pay an annual rent cost to 
the organisation which appears in 
our annual accounts as an income 
to the Society.

We also run training courses in the 
Board Room, inviting colleagues 
from other housing organisations 
to attend training for a small 
charge, to off-set some of the 
training costs. It’s a good way to 
spread the load, meet colleagues, 
learn and gain value for money.

HOC MEMBERS NEEDED
• Are you interested in the services provided by SHS?
• Are you keen to maintain/improve standards?
• Would you like to influence the operation of SHS?

If the answer if “yes”, then please consider joining the Housing 
Operations Committee (HOC). 

The HOC is made up of Board Members and tenants that meet on a 
quarterly basis, late afternoon/early evening for a maximum of two hours 
every three months.

The HOC will generally review and discuss the Society’s performance 
in areas such as rent and arrears, lettings and repairs; they monitor and 
discuss the Society’s strategies and action plans relating to its digital, 
community engagement and equalities work as well as reviewing and 
agreeing the operational policies used by the Society, that directly 
impact on tenants. No previous experience is necessary - just your time, 
commitment and enthusiasm!

If you would like to discuss joining the HOC, or if you’d like to attend 
a meeting as an observer to see if this is for you, please contact Glynis 
Gatenby on 020 8642 1500; email glynis.gatenby@shsoc.org.uk or contact 
via the website at www.suttonhousingsociety.org.uk

SHS Making a Difference 
Need the garden clearing? Need some fencing painted? 
Want to plant a rockery? Want a lick of paint around a communal room?
Just let us know and SHS may be able to help during our Making a Difference Day to be held in September. 

SHS is looking to close the office for one day to enable all staff to get out and about with our tenants, 
helping with those niggly projects that you never quite get around to! 

Please let us know if you have any projects we can help with – just contact Laura, our Community 
Engagement Officer on 020 89152952 or e-mail laura.george@shsoc.org.uk by the end of May.

Tenants at Pat 
Shaw House



Intensive Housing 
Management 
Service

“ It has been 12 months since 
the introduction of our Intensive 
Housing  Management service. I 
would like to thank our tenants 
for bearing with us as the new 
way of working was established 
and for your co-operation with 
the various changes. I would also 
like to take this opportunity to 
share with you some successful 
outcomes that have been achieved 
for tenants with support from 
their Community Housing 
Services Officer (CHSO).

Tenant A moved into their new 
SHS home and due to financial 
difficulties and the expense 
of the move, was unable to 
afford a carpet. The CHSO did 
some research and found an 
organisation that was able to 
provide a grant to cover the cost 
of a carpet.

Tenant B  and C were struggling 
to afford to pay their rents due to 
the impact of some of the welfare 
reforms. Following referrals from 
their CHSO to the Welfare Rights 
Team at L B Sutton,  awards were 
made for “Discretionary Housing 
Benefit”. (This is a ‘top up’ of the 

current Housing Benefit paid for 
a fixed period of time). This has 
helped both Tenant B and Tenant 
C to maintain their rent payments 
and avoid falling in to arrears.

Tenant D was finding it difficult 
to manage on their own due to 
ill health. The CHSO discussed 
with Tenant D additional benefits  
that she may be entitled to. The 
CHSO made a referral to AgeUK  
Sutton for assistance. The tenant 
is now in receipt of Attendance 
Allowance which she was not 
previously aware of.

There are many more stories like 
this where tenants are benefiting 
from our assistance via the 
Intensive Housing Management 
service. 

We feel that there are many 
tenants within SHS properties 
that would benefit from the 
Intensive Housing Management 
Services that we are not aware of. 
If you are having any difficulties 
and feel that you are unable to 
manage, please contact your 
CHSO for a chat or to make an 
appointment for a home visit. We 
may be able to help you receive 
support where it is needed. ”
Ray Alder
Community Housing 
Services Manager

2018 Garden 
Competition
The Garden Competition 
is taking place during July 
this year and covers all of 
our properties.. 
This year there are two categories:

• Best Kept Communal Garden

• Best Individual Gardener

This year’s prizes are Gardening 
Vouchers; £100 communal garden 
prize and £50 individual gardener 
prize.

If you’d like to enter, simply 
let Laura, the Communit y 
Engagement Off icer know 
by telephoning 020 8915 2952; 
emailing laura.george@shsoc.
org.uk or via the website at www.
suttonhousingsociety.org.uk

If you’d like to nominate one 
of your neighbours for the best 
individual gardener, you can do 
this by contacting Laura.

CALL FOR ALL WOULD BE JUDGES!  
Garden Competition
If you are interested in gardening and would have a day to spare 
in July, please volunteer to be on the Garden Competition Judging 
Panel.  It’s a great day out, visiting some really impressive gardens 
and sharing your views with the other judges. SHS makes all of the 
arrangements and would ensure transport as well as provide lunch 
and light refreshments. If you are interested in being a judge, please 
contact Laura on 020 8915 2952 or email laura.george@shsoc.org.uk

The winners will be announced at the AGM on  Thursday 27 September 
2018. 



Every two years, we host our Pat Shaw (“Good Neighbour”) 
Award - and it’s happening in 2018.

Do you have a neighbour who is an absolute diamond, who always goes 
the extra mile for you and/or other neighbours? We probably all know 
people like this and too often they stay in the background, not wanting, 
or receiving, any recognition for what they do for others so selflessly. At 
SHS, we’d like to honour and recognise these great neighbours and friends. 

If you would like to nominate someone, simply complete the form below 
and return it to Glynis Gatenby at SHS. Alternatively, feel free to give 
Glynis a call on 020 8642 1500 for a chat about the person you’d like to 
nominate - and we’ll take it from there! 

Entries close at the end of June. 

Pat Shaw Good Neighbour Nomination

Your Name:
 .........................................................................................................

Your Address:
 .....................................................................................................

Your Telephone Number: 
 ................................................................................

Name and Address of the Person Nominated for the Pat Shaw Award:

Name:
 ..................................................................................................................

Address:
 ..............................................................................................................

Reason for nominating them (what is it they do to go the extra mile 
for you and/or your neighbours? e.g. look after your garden, get your 
shopping, prescriptions, help in an emergency etc.)

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

Hats Off - it’s the Pat Shaw Award!

2008

2009

2010

2012



The General Data Protection 
Regulations (GDPR) come in to 
force on 25 May 2018. The new 
regulations require organisations 
to be more transparent about 
their data processes and to inform 
individuals what they are using 
their data for, how it might be 
shared and how long it’s kept for.

At SHS, we hold personal data 
on each of our tenants and on 
applicants to our housing waiting 
list. 

We use our tenants’ data to 
manage all aspects of their 
tenancies such as rent and arrears, 
adaptations, anti-social behaviour, 
repairs etc. We also use the data 
to design our services around the 
needs and expectations of our 
tenants. We hold some sensitive 
personal data, such as disabilities, 
sexual orientation, ethnicity etc. 
that you have shared with us. We 
use this information to provide 
appropriate services to you. As an 
example, please see the article on 
Home Contents Insurance. 

For applicants to our Waiting List, 
we use their data to assess need 
and demand for housing in order 

to appropriately house people into 
suitable accommodation. This 
information becomes part of their 
tenancy file should they be offered 
a tenancy with us. 

Staff have limited access to the 
sensitive personal data. We would 
provide the local authority with 
statistical information based on 
this data, rather than referring 
to individuals, if we were asked. 
We would also share information 
with statutory organisations such 
as the police if it involves our 
safeguarding responsibilities or 
is related to criminal or potentially 
criminal activity.

We use the personal and sensitive 
personal data to meet the 
requirements of the Regulator 
of Social Housing; again largely 
statistically based information 
rather than individual data.

We hold your data securely on our 
IT system and also hold some of 
it as a hard copy paper file which 
is locked away in a filing cabinet 
with the key stored securely. Our 
IT system is password protected 
and subject to rigorous security 
testing. Our plan for 2018/19 is 

to no longer hold paper files and 
to solely hold data electronically. 

SHS has a Document Retention 
Policy which outlines how long we 
will keep all of our data for. As an 
example, should a tenancy end with 
no  tenancy issues outstanding, we 
will hold your tenancy file data 
for one year following the end of 
the tenancy. For tenants that end 
their tenancies with rent arrears 
or have other outstanding tenancy 
matters, we will hold their data 
for five years after the end of the 
tenancy. 

The GDPR introduces new rights 
for individuals which includes 
issues such as access to your 
own data, informed consent, 
withdrawing consent for specific 
purposes and the right to be 
forgotten, also called the right to 
erasure. 

To find out more, please view our 
Privacy Statement and Privacy 
Notice on the website at www.
suttonhousingsociety.org.uk or 
contact the office on 020 8642 
1500 to request a copy of these 
documents. 



You wanted to understand more 
about your service charges in the 
schemes for Older People. 
 
 
You wanted Wi-Fi in our buildings

 
 
You wanted additional IT classes

 

You wanted new furniture in your 
communal lounge

You needed chair risers as it’s difficult 
for some people to get up and down 
from the chairs in the communal 
lounges.

You wanted more activities and 
events at the schemes

 
You thought August was too late to 
hold the garden competition

Orange and green print is hard 
to read in our newsletters and 
publications

We ran two information sessions during February for 
tenants. We discussed the different types of service 
charges and what they are for, answering your questions 
and queries. 
 
We have invested around £100,000 having Wi-Fi installed 
throughout our Older Peoples housing schemes.

Tenants can now access the Wi-Fi from their individual 
flats. This will help people to be more digitally aware, 
provide more opportunities to connect with family 
and friends and will help with feelings of isolation and 
loneliness.

Staff will also be able to work more easily and efficiently 
from the schemes. 
 
We organised additional IT classes with Age UK Sutton. 
These were held at Margaret House and at Old Brewery 
House early in 2018. We are working with another 
organisation, the Workers Education Association, to try 
and organise IT classes for our tenants in our general 
needs homes.

Tenants at Trickett House chose new 
chairs for their lounge; we  also had 
new chairs sited in the entrance lobby. 
Dorothy Pettingell House had a new 
extendable dining table; new tables 
and chairs were provided at Cloverdale 
Court and Griffiths Close had new 
shutters installed in their lounge. Other 
schemes chose new garden furniture. 
 
 
We all need a hand sometimes - chair risers were 
provided at both Griffiths Close and Trickett House. 
 

Our Community Engagement Plan has delivered a 
number of activities and events from pottery to bingo, 
to the visiting animal farm to blood pressure checks - and 
there’s a whole new plan starting again from April. Look 
out for notices at your schemes. 
 
We’ve moved the garden competition to July this year.  
If you’d like to take part just let us know. 
 
We will try to avoid using too much orange and green ink 
in our publications.

You Said We Did



For a chance to win one of two £50 gift vouchers, please answer 
the repairs survey below. It’s important that SHS understands 
how satisfied, or otherwise, our tenants are with the repairs 
service. 

Please think about the last time SHS carried out a repair to your 
home and rate how satisfied or dissatisfied you were with the 
following:

Tick one box for each question. 5 means you were very satisfied;  
1 means you were very dissatisfied.

Annual Repairs Satisfaction Survey

The ease of reporting the repair

Being told when the Contractors would call

Making an appointment with the Contractor direct

The time taken before work started

Being kept informed of progress

Completion of the work within the target date

The repair being done right first time

The overall quality of the work

Generally how satisfied were you with the last completed repair
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Please return your survey to SHS at Pat Shaw House or email it to info@ shsoc.org.uk 
or put it in the old scheme manager message box if you have one, by 30 May 2018

Over the last year, there has been a noticeable increase 
in the number of household items being left in 
communal areas around our buildings. Bed bases, 
mattresses, old tables, trolley jacks are just a few of 
the items we’ve had to remove in recent weeks.

Staff at SHS will investigate all items dumped around 
our housing areas. If we find evidence of who has 
dumped it, or we’re advised about who is responsible 
for the items, we will pursue those individuals and 
recharge the relevant costs directly to them. 

If we don’t have any information and/or proof of who 
has dumped the items, once they have been removed 
we put the cost of removal against the relevant scheme 
service charge account – so ultimately tenants for the 

individual schemes are paying for these items to be 
removed.  We can’t just leave items dumped around 
the sites – it’s unsightly and potentially poses health 
and safety risks to you and your neighbours. 

If you see items being dumped around the building, 
please let your Community Housing Officer know – we 
will take action quickly to address the situation and 
to have the items removed. Please call 020 8642 1500 
to report any concerns or make a report via email at 
info@shsoc.org.uk

SHS has recently reviewed its Recharge Policy; this is 
available on our website at www.suttonhousingsociety.
org.uk if you wish to view it. 

No Dumping – it can cost you money!

Name:       . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



New Gardening and 
Cleaning Contracts 
Are you interested in being involved with reviewing the existing 
gardening and/or cleaning contracts? 

Are you interested in setting the standards and requirements for 
the new gardening and/or cleaning contracts?

If the answer is “yes”, then SHS is keen to hear from you. We 
want to ensure that both of these contracts, which are due to be 
tendered during this new financial year, reflect the expectations 
of our tenants and that they remain affordable as they form part 
of your service charges. 

To volunteer to be involved, or if you wish to have a discussion 
about what these projects involve, please contact Glynis Gatenby 
on 020 8642 1500; email glynis.gatenby@shsoc.org.uk or via the 
website at www.suttonhousingsociety.org.uk

SHS wil l  shortly complete the 
recommended actions from last year’s 
Fire Risk Assessments. Most of the work 
has involved fitting intumescent strips 
around communal doors to assist with 
preventing the spread of fire within our 
Older Peoples schemes. 

One of the improvements we have put 
in place relates to the laundry area 
and de-fluffing the tumble driers. We 
have arranged for the drier hoses and 
areas behind the driers to be cleaned 
each quarter, rather than once a year, 
commencing from April. However, if you 
use the tumble driers, please remember 
to de-fluff the filters, as this makes their 
use safer for everyone. 

We have recently had all of our stored 
water tanks (present in some of our Older 
People’s housing schemes) inspected and 
in some cases removed and replaced with 
more suitably sized tanks to avoid storing 
water for longer than necessary. Norman 
House had its original water tanks from 
the 1970s removed earlier this year. We 

will be replacing tanks at Dorothy Pettingell 
House and Margaret House and reviewing 
the need for the number of existing tanks at 
Cloverdale Court.

We contacted some tenants about the presence 
of asbestos in their homes earlier this year. The 
asbestos does not in itself present a danger; 
however, if the asbestos becomes disturbed, 
or if you intend to carry out works where 
asbestos is located, you must let us know 
before proceeding with any works as asbestos 
must be carefully managed. 

At Old Brewery House, tenants have been extremely patient whilst 
asbestos panels to the side of their individual front doors were removed 
and replaced with regular non-asbestos panels. This has been very 
much appreciated.

Works to refurbish the lift at Norman House were completed in 
February. The tenants in particular but also families, carers and visitors 
to Norman House have been very understanding and accommodating 
whilst the lift has been out of service. 

If you have any queries or comments relating to the health and safety 
of your home or building, please discuss the situation with your 
Community Housing Services Officer who will be able to help you or 
will resolve your query with colleagues.

Health & Safety Update
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Movers and Shakers
There have been a number of changes at  
SHS since the winter edition of our newsletter...

Movers:
Chris Turton, the Chief Executive at SHS for the 
last 19 years has decided to hang up his hat and will 
retire in June. Chris is looking forward to some 
travelling, some volunteering and to enjoying this 
new chapter. We wish him well and thank him for 
all that he’s done to make Sutton Housing Society 
such a positive and successful local organisation.

Many tenants will remember Sylvia Barr, our 
Community Sustainment Officer (formally a 
Support Officer and Scheme Manager). Sylvia 
left the organisation at the end of December 2017 
and is already volunteering at Cloverdale Court!

The Repairs & Asset Manager, David Coulson, 
left the organisation for pastures new in January 
this year.

Shakers:
The new Chief Executive is Robin Roberts and he will start working 
at SHS on 21 May 2018, allowing for a short handover period with 
Chris. Robin joins SHS from the private sector although he has 
spent many years working in social housing. We look forward to 
welcoming Robin to SHS and to working with him.

Michael Kilkelly took on the interim role of Repairs 
Manager in March this year. Michael has many 
years of experience working as a surveyor for 
housing organisations. Michael’s key role is to 
oversee the repairs and maintenance service, to 
deliver improvements to your homes such as new 
bathrooms and kitchens and to play a key part 
in addressing the organisation’s responsibilities 
relating to health and safety.


